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Why Look at New or Alternative 
Approaches?



Why Ketogenic Therapies ?
 Conventional treatments are lackluster

 Treatment-resistant cases

 Decline in efficacy of conventional treatment

 Pharmaceutical side-effects

 Commonalities in cellular energetics

 Address numerous factors with a single intervention
 Address the root cause(s) 



30 Years in the Making

March 1984 June 2014



50 Years in the Making

1972 2022



…100+ Years in the Making
Epilepsy & seizure treatment

• Fasting (ancient times)
“Fasting is the only therapeutic measure 
against epilepsy recorded in the 
Hippocratic collection.”

• Ketogenic diet (1920s)
• Mimics fasting while consuming food
• There’s something unique about 

carbohydrate restriction

(Wheless JW. History of the ketogenic diet. Epilepsia. 2008 Nov;49 Suppl 8:3-5)



Substantiated Research on Ketogenic 
Diets for:

 Types 1 and 2 diabetes
Obesity
Metabolic syndrome
PCOS
NAFLD
GERD/acid reflux
Dyslipidemia (high trigs; low HDL, pattern B 

lipoproteins)



Emerging Evidence & Patient 
Anecdotes Support Ketogenic Diets for:

 Gout
 Migraine
 Anxiety
 Schizophrenia
 Bipolar disorder
 Rheumatoid arthritis

 Traumatic brain injury
 Ehlers-Danlos 

syndrome
 Lipedema
 Glycogen storage 

diseases



“Keto is a really big hammer, and 
there are a lot of little nails out there.” 

– Jeff Volek, PhD, RD



Commonalities Among Diverse 
Neurological/Neurodegenerative Disorders



These are Energy Problems
“Neurons are largely intolerant of 
inadequate energy supply, and 
thus the high energy demand of 
the brain predisposes it to a variety 
of diseases if energy supplies are 
disrupted. […] Although 
neurodegenerative diseases are 
not classically thought to be 
caused by disturbed metabolism, 
bioenergetic defects are emerging 
as important pathophysiological 
mechanisms in several disorders.”



Alzheimer’s Disease

“Type 3 Diabetes”    

“Diabetes of the Brain”

“Brain Insulin Resistance”



Alzheimer’s: a Metabolic Problem
“…the predominant abnormality in incipient late 
onset Alzheimer's disease was a 45% reduction in 
cerebral glucose utilization…”

“…it is now widely acknowledged that brain 
hypometabolism accompanies AD…”

“A prominent and well-characterized feature of AD is 
progressive, region-specific, declines in the cerebral 
metabolic rate of glucose.”

“Reductions in regional cerebral glucose metabolic 
rate […] can be observed years before dementia 
onset.”

Fukuyama H. et al. Altered cerebral energy metabolism in Alzheimer's disease: a PET study. J Nucl Med. 1994 Jan;35(1):1-6.
Cunnane S et al. Brain fuel metabolism, aging, and Alzheimer's disease. Nutrition. 2011;27(1):3–20. 
Henderson ST. Ketone bodies as a therapeutic for Alzheimer's disease. Neurotherapeutics. 2008;5(3):470–480. 
Baker LD et al. Insulin resistance and Alzheimer-like reductions in regional cerebral glucose metabolism for cognitively normal adults with prediabetes or early type 2 diabetes. Arch Neurol. 2011;68(1):51–57. 



Chronic Hyperinsulinemia 

“The pathology of diabetes 
mellitus occurs in those with normal 
blood sugars. There are far too 
many who are told ‘Don’t worry, 
your fasting blood sugars are 
normal.’” 

“Normal weight, normal BMI, 
normal fasting blood sugar, and 
normal fasting insulins do not 
exclude hyperinsulinemia/type 2 
diabetes.”



“It’s the Insulin, Stupid”

“The risk of AD doubled in the 39% of the 
sample with hyperinsulinemia and was 
highest in people without diabetes.”

“Insulin resistance may be a marker of 
AD risk that is associated with reduced 
CMRglu and subtle cognitive 
impairments at the earliest stage of 
disease, even before the onset of mild 
cognitive impairment.”

Luchsinger JA et al. Hyperinsulinemia and risk of Alzheimer disease. Neurology. 2004 Oct 12;63(7):1187-92.
Baker LD et al. Insulin resistance and Alzheimer-like reductions in regional cerebral glucose metabolism for 
cognitively normal adults with prediabetes or early type 2 diabetes. Arch Neurol. 2011;68(1):51–57. 



“Metabolic-Cognitive Syndrome”



Commonalities Among Neurological 
& Neurodegenerative Disorders

 Neuronal hypometabolism – specific to 
glucose
o Decreased ATP

 Mitochondrial dysfunction – or is it??
 Increased oxidative stress (ROS)
 Chronic hyperinsulinemia (often)
 Neuronal atrophy
 Cellular malfunction
 Glutamate toxicity
 Neuronal death



Glucose in Brain & CNS 
Energy Metabolism
Maintains axons and dendrites
Nerve impulse transmission (action potentials                

and post-synaptic potentials)
Maintains ion gradients & neuronal resting             

potential
 Synthesizes neurotransmitters
Building block for select neuroactive compounds that 

don’t cross the BBB and must be synthesized in the 
brain



Parkinson’s Disease

“Nigrostriatal dopaminergic 
cell loss occurs in early PD, 
with more than 50% of 
putamen dopaminergic 
terminals having been lost 
before clinical diagnosis of 
disease.”

Sterling NW, Lewis MM, Du G, Huang X. Structural Imaging and Parkinson's Disease: Moving 
Toward Quantitative Markers of Disease Progression. J Parkinsons Dis. 2016;6(3):557–567. 



High Prevalence of Undiagnosed 
Insulin Resistance in Non-Diabetic 
Subjects with Parkinson's Disease

N = 154 (109 male, 45 female; mean age 68) 

58% had undiagnosed IR* – with normal fasting 
glucose
(IR defined as HOMA-IR ≥ 2.0 or HbA1c ≥ 5.7)
Overweight: 61% had undiagnosed IR
Obese: 83% had undiagnosed IR
Normal weight: 41% had undiagnosed IR
Mean HOMA-IR: 2.3 ± 1.8 

*Only based on fasting insulin



The Nose Knows
“Insulin transport varies among brain 
regions. The olfactory bulb tends to 
have the fastest rate of transport, being 
about 2–6 times faster than the rate of 
uptake in the remaining brain. The 
olfactory bulb also has the highest 
concentration of insulin protein, the 
highest concentration of insulin 
receptors…”

“Insulin receptors are highly abundant in 
the neurons … cell bodies and synapses 
[…] Brain IRs are highly enriched in the 
olfactory bulb… Banks WA, Owen JB, Erickson MA. Insulin in the brain: there and back again. 

Pharmacol Ther. 2012;136(1):82–93.
Akintola AA, van Heemst D. Insulin, aging, and the brain: mechanisms and 
implications. Front Endocrinol. 2015;6:13. 



Parkinson’s Disease “…there is growing evidence that a 
process analogous to peripheral insulin 
resistance occurs in the brains of 
Parkinson’s disease patients, even in 
those without diabetes. This raises the 
possibility that defective insulin signalling 
pathways may contribute to the 
development of the pathological 
features of Parkinson’s disease, and 
thereby suggests that the insulin 
signalling pathway may potentially be a 
novel target for disease modification. 
Given these growing links between PD 
and Type 2 diabetes it is perhaps not 
unsurprising that drugs used in the 
treatment of T2DM are amongst the most 
promising treatments currently being 
prioritised for repositioning as possible 
novel treatments for PD.”



Multiple Sclerosis



Reduced Brain Glucose Uptake in MS

Patients with MS had lower FDG 
uptake in 40% of the brain 
compared to healthy controls

Decreased regional brain 
glucose correlates with level of 
fatigue

“Walking impairments in 
patients with MS may be due to 
network wide alterations in 
glucose metabolism.”



Hyperinsulinemia in newly diagnosed 
patients with multiple sclerosis

Newly diagnosed MS patients and 
healthy age-matched controls

OGTT: 
Comparable fasting & post-load 
glucose

MS pts: increased insulin response: 
• Postprandial hyperinsulinemia
• Decreased insulin sensitivity



IR in MS Patients Tied 
to Disease Severity

N = 64

Fasting insulin only 
(Quantose score)

14 subjects > 10 µg/mL

33 had IR based on Quantose 

…but how many more post-
prandially?



Multiple Sclerosis

• Mice with EAE: 15-30% of spinal cord axons can be                               
lost before permanent motor impairment occurs

• Level of disability correlates more strongly with axon 
destruction and degree of neuronal loss than with demyelination

• Oligodendrocytes – reduced metabolism

“Disturbed metabolism in myelin-producing cells is associated 
with axonal degeneration.”

Storoni M, Plant GT. The Therapeutic Potential of the Ketogenic Diet in Treating Progressive Multiple Sclerosis. Mult Scler Int. 2015;2015:681289.
Herz J, Zipp F, Siffrin V. Neurodegeneration in autoimmune CNS inflammation. Exp Neurol. 2010 Sep;225(1):9-17. 
Campbell GR, Mahad DJ. Mitochondrial changes associated with demyelination: consequences for axonal integrity. Mitochondrion. 2012 
Mar;12(2):173-9.



ALS, Huntington’s
“Dysregulation of energetic 
metabolism promotes cell death and 
disease progression in ALS and HD.”

“Neurodegenerative cells are the sites 
of numerous metabolic and energetic 
abnormalities with abnormalities in 
energy production. Energy is the 
primary determinant of neuronal 
viability.”

“Compromise of the electron transport 
chain appears not to be the primary or 
earliest metabolic change in HD 
pathogenesis. Rather, compromise of 
glucose uptake…”

Aerobic glycolysis in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and 
Huntington's disease. Rev Neurosci. 2018 Jul 26;29(5):547-555.



Disrupted Energy Supply
“While the mechanisms through 
which the KD works remain unclear, 
there is now compelling evidence 
that its efficacy is likely related to 
the normalization of aberrant 
energy metabolism. The concept 
that many neurological conditions 
are linked pathophysiologically to 
energy dysregulation could well 
provide a common research and 
experimental therapeutics platform, 
from which the course of several 
neurological diseases could be 
favorably influenced by dietary 
means.”



KD Mechanisms of Action
1. Alternative fuel to glucose

2. Increased ATP from fats & ketones 
compared to glucose 

3. Reduced hyperglycemia and 
hyperinsulinemia

4. Decreased production of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS)

5. Enhanced mitochondrial biogenesis

6. Enhanced resistance to apoptosis in 
neurons

7. Signaling effects and actions of ketone 
bodies themselves (βOHB is HDAC inhibitor)

8. Decreased glutamate synthesis and 
increased GABA synthesis

9. Bypassing of defects in complex I of the 
mitochondrial electron transport chain

10. Facilitated mitophagy

11. Altered neuronal membrane potential 
and/or proper membrane polarization

12. Enhanced glutathione activity

13. Reduced glycolysis

14. Signaling properties of individual fatty 
acids

15. As-yet unidentified changes from a 
wholesale shift away from glucose 
dependence toward a fat-based 
metabolism

16. Effects on gut microbiome; increased 
butyrate via bacterial fermentation of 
indigestible and hard-to-digest 
carbohydrates



Ketogenic Diet in a Pill?
“As a generalization, it is becoming 
widely accepted that the mechanistic 
underpinnings of the KD are likely 
multiple, parallel, and possibly 
synergistic.”

“So the question remains, can the KD 
be packaged into a pill? 

At this stage, given our state 
of knowledge, the likely answer is NO.”



But Does it Work?



Brain Glucose & Ketone Uptake

Croteau, E., et al., A cross-sectional comparison of brain glucose and ketone metabolism in cognitively healthy 
older adults, mild cognitive impairment and early Alzheimer's disease. Exp Gerontol. 2018 Jul 1;107:18-26.
Fortier M, Castellano CA, Croteau E et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2019 May;15(5):625-634. t al. A ketogenic drink 
improves brain energy and some measures of cognition in mild cognitive impairment. 

GLUCOSE ACETOACETATE

“Hence, not only is the brain energy deficit 
in MCI specific to glucose but at least 

partially correcting this deficit with ketones 
results in cognitive improvements.”



• 68-yr old male, heterozygous ApoE4
• Mild Alzheimer’s (MoCA 23/30)
• T2 diabetes, insulin for 15+ years

10 weeks ketogenic diet, 8-hr TRE, 
moderate intensity exercise 3x/wk:

• MoCA: 23/30  29/30 
• (Mild Alz normal)

• HbA1c: 7.8  5.5 (T2DM “reversed”)
• HOMA-IR: 31  3.5 (-88%)
• Trig/HDL ratio: 4.9  2.2 (-55%)
• Fasting glucose: (mg/dL)  129  98 (-24%)
• Fasting insulin: (mU/L) 97  14 (-85%)
• HDL (mg/dL): 28  38 (+35%)
• Weight: 257 lbs 243 (-5.5%)
• Body fat %: 40  37 (-3%)

KD “reverses” mild 
Alzheimer’s and T2DM



• 38-yr old male, ApoE4 +
• Metabolic syndrome; early memory 

problems
• Family history of Alzheimer’s
• Exercise (running) 2-3x/week

10 weeks ketogenic diet;
HIIT exercise 3x/week, lifting 2x/week

• MoCA 22  30  (MCI  normal)
• Ketosis verified via blood meter
• MoCA improvement positively 

correlated with ketone level
• Major improvements in MetSyn

markers

KD + exercise improves cognitive 
scoring & metabolic syndrome in 

MCI



• 8 weeks ketogenic diet or low-fat 
diet

• Majority male; majority Caucasian
• Ketosis confirmed daily via blood 

meter
• Both groups improved comparably 

in all aspects of UPDRS except*:
• Ketogenic cohort improved 

substantially more in non-motor 
symptoms:

• 41% improvement compared to 11% 
for low-fat diet

• Largest between-group decreases 
observed for urinary problems, pain 
and other sensations, fatigue, daytime 
sleepiness, and cognitive impairment

Ketogenic diet better than low-fat 
diet for improving non-motor 

symptoms in Parkinson’s Disease



Ketogenic Diet for MS



Ketogenic Diet Improves 
Depression & Fatigue in MS



Raising Ketone Levels

• Low carbohydrate / ketogenic 
diet

• Fasting
• Exercise
• Coconut oil and/or MCT oil
• Exogenous ketones



Is There a Window of Opportunity?

“One potentially important 
consideration […] – applicable to all 
neurodegenerative diseases – is 
determining whether timing of 
intervention is crucial for a protective 
effect by KD treatment. Neurological 
disorders in late stages of progression 
may have such extreme neuronal 
dysfunction and death to allow a 
“re-fueling” with metabolic 
substrates to help recover integrity 
and function.” 

Stafstrom CE, Rho JM. The ketogenic diet as a treatment paradigm 
for diverse neurological disorders. Front Pharmacol. 2012;3:59. 



Why Not Try Ketogenic Therapies?



Existing Tools Aren’t 
Getting the Job Done…



Maybe it’s Time for the Big Hammer…



Thank you!

Thank you, Keto Chow &
Keto Salt Lake organizers &
volunteers.

Amy Berger, MS, CNS
adaptyourlifeacademy.com
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